This Hymn to the Virgin in English ortliograpliy with a Welsh phonetic copy of it was first printed by F. J. Furnivall in Appendix II to the Transactions of the Philological Society, 1880-1, Part I, from two MSS. of the Hengwrt Collection, Nos. 479 and 294, with Notes on the phonetic copy by A. J. Ellis. The phonetic transcript is regarded äs one of the principal authorities for late XVth and early XVIth Century pronunciation of English (cf. Sweet, H. E. S. 9 p. 203). Our copy was probably made later than that of the Hengwrt MS., the readings of which are given at the foot of the page, and differs from it chiefly in writing -eight for -icht, and u instead of y for English i.
In view of the fact that Ellis, following Salesbury, who makes no mention of the obscure mid-mixed 9 sound of y in bis account of \Velsh pronunciation 1567, erroneously states in bis notes, that y had only one sound, viz. tf, in early XVIth Century Welsh pronunciation, it may not be out of place here to notice, that Griffith Roberts in bis Welsh Grammar printed at Milan 1567, explicitly states that y had two sounds in Welsh. According to him, there are "seven" vowel sounds in Welsh, "a, e, i, o, u, u, y , but some reckon eight, because y denotes two sounds, an obscure sound äs in the words, phyd (füd), crefyd (krevüö), yf (üv) , and always when it comes in the last syllable of a word; for in that position there is apparently no difference between it and u (ü); when it comes in syllables other than the last, its sound is clearer and differs from w, äs in the words, phycfion (fofflon), crefyclol (ItrevaöoT), yfed (dved) . For this reason, it is called the clear or open sound in these positions; in other positions it is called the obscure or closed y". u When it represents an obscure sound, the lips must be closed more in pronouncing it, but when it is a clear sound, the lips have to be opened wide." In these two transcripts y and u generally represent English £, but sometimes also ME. u corresponding to Mod. E. 9. The regulär Welsh Symbol for this ME. u would be w, but in the Hengwrt copy, y is \vritten 9 times, w 11 times and yw once, and in our transcript y twice, o 5 times, u 6 times, and w l times. This confusion on the part of our copyist, and the frequent use, which the Hengwrt transcriber makes of t/, which äs we have seen, sometimes represented an obscure mid-mixed sound in contemporary Welsh, prove, I think, that, at the time both copies were made, ME. u had been unrounded.
For this copy I am indebted to J. C. Morrice, the editor of leuan ap Hywel Swrdwal's Poetical Works for the Bangor Welsh MSS. Society.
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